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Seoul to Open the Era of Online Startup Ecosystem through “STARTUP PLUS”
April 18th, 2022
Division of Startup Policy at Seoul Metropolitan Government

S

tartup Plus (www.startup-plus.kr), first online startup ecosystem of the Seoul
Metropolitan Area opened on April 18, Monday. It’s an integrated online platform

where anyone can find out information of startups including their technologies, patents, and
funding stages, regardless of time and place. With the information, it can match startups with
investors or enable B-to-B technology exchange. The advanced services will be added to the
platform later this year where startups can be connected with global startup cities in real time.
Also, investors can be matched with startups in their interested industries and technologies.
Startup Plus contains data of 5,000 startups, 183 investors and accelerators, 9 major and
medium-sized corporations, as well as private and public startup supporting agencies that the
Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) has accumulated so far. It is a new startup cloudbased online platform where startup ecosystem players can accumulate, modify, and add
information by themselves and can easily check out or share data about promising startups on
their smartphones or computers.

< main platform: www.startup-plus.kr >

< Sub portal(ex): Seoul Startup Hub Gongdeok >

 As of now, the platform has information a total of 98 organizations including 57
private startup supporting centers and major and mid-sized companies and 41 startup
supporting centers run by Seoul Metropolitan Government. The pool will be expanded
continuously to cover more and more of the 500 startup players in Seoul.
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� 41 startup centers including Seoul Startup Hub Gongdeok (hubgongdeok.startup-plus.kr)
� 45 private startup centers including Covent Lab (coventlab.startup-plus.kr)
� 9 major and mid-sized companies including S-oil (soil.startup-plus.kr)
� 3 university organizations including Kyunghee Startup Accelerating Office (ky.startup-plus.kr)

B

ased on its ability to produce, accumulate, share, and exchange startup information,
Startup Plus provides three core services: ① Sharing startup information, ②

Matching with investors, ③ Technology trade. First, startup founders can get all the
information including supporting programs for startup, facilities rental services, IR schedules,
and prototype production supporting centers. All members including companies, investors,
and startup supporting centers are both producers and consumers of information, and all
information is provided in real time.
 Since 2019, SMG has been trying to build an online startup ecosystem where anyone
can store and use information of startups anywhere and anytime.
 Previously, people had to go through the inconvenience of visiting the website of each
startup, investor, and individual startup supporting center in order to get information.
 Startup Plus is composed of one main platform and many sub-portals. Companies,
investors, private and public startup supporting organizations, can freely form and
operate their own portals, and the data accumulated in sub-portals is gathered into
the main platform and shared with everyone in real time.

S

econd, successfully reducing mismatching between startups and investors through
accumulated data and optimizing analysis to actively draw investment are an essential

part of a startup and its growth. Startups can find out which investor is interested in which
industry and technology, while investors can find out information of startups’ funding stages
and technologies in order to select promising startups.
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 Startups can get customized recommendations through, for example, the analysis of
their program-application history. And if they give their information including IR data
to their desired investor through the function of “Investor Search”, the investor can
check it and meet with them.
 When an investor does a search after entering company details such as their desired
technology fields and growth stages through the function of “Company
Recommendation”, companies that fit the details are recommended out of around
5,000 registered startups,
※ Startup information will be expanded continuously (including information about
companies that applied for startup supporting programs.)

T

hird, startups that intend to grow through developing new business model and
technology can exchange technologies each other, using the function of “Seoul Tech

Trade On.” As of now, around 1,500 domestic and overseas patented technologies, feecharging or free, have been registered.
<Tech Trade On>

 The site’s professionalism was enhanced through engagement by the Seoul Startup
Growth Center (run by the Korea Techno-Venture Foundation). And 57 tech experts
in different fields (scouters), by the request of startups, explore and analyze patented
technologies owned by universities and research centers funded by them, after which
the experts recommend the right technologies for the startups and provide consulting
necessary for a technology deal.
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 “Tech Trade On” is expected to be used by startups and investors, etc. in various ways
such as “Open Innovation”, a cooperative project between major existing companies
and mid-sized companies.
 Private and public startup organizations promote moving-in, education program, and
support program on their portals. Since the portals linked to the main platform in real
time, applications can be made and received on both the portals and the main platform.
 By opening their own portals, major and mid-sized companies can directly recruit their
technology collaboration partners, transfer their technologies to startups, and find the
company that meet their needs.

n addition, the system of “Startup Plus” is will be upgraded frequently to respond

I

promptly to the rapidly changing circumstances of the economy and the startup

ecosystem. “Startup Plus” is a growing platform and it plans to expand its’ boundary to the
next level by connecting with the websites of central government and related-organizations
such as the Ministry of SMEs and Invest Seoul, an IPA of SMG.
 Starting this May, Seoul’s startup online ecosystem is expanded to cover the whole
country by linking various websites including Invest Seoul’s [investseoul.org], which
will serve as a global gate to Seoul’s economy, the Ministry of SMEs and Startups’
startup portal [www.k-startup.go.kr], and the Korea International Trade
Association’s open innovation website [innobranch.com/].

S

tarting later this year, English version will be provided for global companies, investors,
and startup supporting facilities. AI service will be also added to the platform to

automatically recommend supporting programs and technologies suit for each startup. It
considers investors propensities and find best startup to invest in. Startups can join in Startup
Plus immediately by visiting the site [www.startup-plus.kr] and put their information
including company name, corporate registration number, and contact point etc. To secure
public confidence, approval from Seoul Startup Hub, operator of the platform, is needed for
investors or private startup organizations who want to open their own sub-portals.
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 Company details such as IR data, office address, establishment date, business field,
and holding technology field can be added. The more specific they are, the higher the
frequency of exposure and matching.
 Private startup training organizations, startup supporting facilities, etc. can open and
operate portals for free after approval.
 It also provides optimized services for each mobile device to allow access to various
devices such as mobile phones and tablet PCs, allowing access to Seoul's startup
ecosystem without time and space restrictions.

Hwang Bo-yeon, Deputy Mayor for Economic Policy Division at the Seoul Metropolitan
Government said, “We will activate Seoul’s online startup ecosystem by operating 'Startup
Plus' in earnest where startups and investors can produce, accumulate, share and exchange
various information easily and quickly”. He also said, “In particular, by growing the platform
to the global level, we will help startups’ global market reach and support them in growing
their values”.

# Attachment
1. Site composition of Startup Plus
2. Each user type’s use of Startup Plus
- Startups, investor, startup support organization, major and medium-sized companies
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Attachment 1

Site of Startup Plus

� Basic Composition

� Customized Matching
 Customized matching for each type of users including investing organizations,
major global companies, and startup support organizations.
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Attachment 2

Each user type’s use of Startup Plus

� Startups
 Search for investors and apply for one-to-one matching

 Unify the application processes for moving into startup support facilities,
training, accelerating etc.

 Apply for technology transfer
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� Investor
 Check basic information of promising startups
(Detailed history can be checked by making a request to the manager)

 Apply for startup recommendation: investment size, business field, technology
field etc.
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� Startup support organization
 Authorizing to open a portal
(Business operation, recruitment page provision, etc.)

Support management application

Online application

� Examples of use by major and medium-sized companies
 Providing the portal operator with convenient functions including business
operation and recruitment page provision

